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Abstract

In this work we examine strategies for path planning and sensing for a UAV
traversing unknown environments. In particular, we are interested in policies
that intelligently trade off movement with the energy-efficiency and performance
characteristics of its various sensors. We frame this problem as a POMDP and
examine the performance of online solvers, for the POMDP formulation as well as
for an MDP over belief space. We also consider the performance of a greedy policy
that senses based on expected information gain and does receding horizon path
planning. We evaluate these methods against each other over a number of problem
settings, examine the effect of important cost function parameters on the agent’s
behavior, and consider the impact of adding heuristics to the simulator reward in
online solvers. The notable observations we make are that the online POMDP
solver is much more suited to larger problems than the online BeliefMDP solver
and that these methods outperform the greedy benchmark in most cases except in
cases when conservative actions are highly valued.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) navigating under uncertainty. The
UAV must traverse a completely unknown environment from some specified location to another.
It has a suite of sensors that helps it observe the surroundings, with each sensor having different
observation and energy consumption properties. We are interested in approaches for guiding the UAV
from a start position to a goal while judiciously using the sensor suite and avoiding unknown no-fly
zones (NFZs) in the environment.

This problem is of great relevance and interest. From a practical standpoint, modern UAVs are
becoming ubiquitous, with users ranging from the military to Amazon to even smaller companies
and individuals, finding innovative ways to utilize them in day-to-day operations. Increasingly, these
micro-UAVs are limited in their flight time not just by the motors’ power draw on the battery (as most
of them are not large enough to support internal combustion engines), but by the energy required to
power and use the on-board sensors. Intelligent strategies for sensor management while guaranteeing
sufficient resistance to failure will better enable this widespread usage.

From a more academic perspective, this is a challenging and interesting research question. There
has been some success in the robotics community for solving the problems of energy-efficient path
planning and navigation using given maps of the world, and of Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) in unknown environments. However, our problem (in its general form) takes on
the difficulties of both of these problems, requiring the agent to create solution trajectories in under
uncertainty while reasoning about sensor usage policies. There does not appear to be any major body
of work in the robotics community that solves this specific problem.

To be clear, in this project, we do not propose a new algorithmic approach to this problem. Rather,
we consider how to frame this problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process where
the state of the world is hidden and observed through sensors (Section 3) , and we try to use existing



solution techniques to derive path planning and sensor scheduling policies that perform reasonably
with respect to multiple objectives - path length, sensor energy usage and NFZ avoidance.

We consider online solvers because our state and observation spaces are large and because for this
project we do not consider on-board computation as a major limitation. Specifically, we evaluate the
performance of the popular online POMDP solver POMCP [8]. We make a simplifying assumption
about our observations that also makes it tractable to solve the problem as an MDP in belief space,
using Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [2]. We devise a greedy heuristic-driven approach (Section 4)
as a baseline to compare the online solvers against. We also examine the effect of problem parameters
on algorithm behavior, and investigate whether there is value in including heuristic terms in the
simulated rewards (Section 6). Finally, we conclude with some observations in Section 7.

2 Related Work

As we mentioned earlier, to the best of our knowledge there is no previous work that has tried to
solve our exact problem. We review related concepts here. The role of perception on micro UAVs
with energy constraints is crucial for navigation [7]. The specific aspect of the UAV perception
problem that we consider is sensor scheduling. There has been work on stochastic sensor selection
for the scheduling problem that minimizes measurement error covariance [3], as well as on sensor
management under energy constraints [5]. For our baseline approach we implement a ‘greedy’ policy
that chooses sensors based on the notion of expected information gain [10] and then moves.

An important aspect of our project is our modelling of the path planning and sensor selection problem
as a POMDP [4] and looking at online planning methods to solve them [6]. Notably, we consider
Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) [8] which leverages particle filters[1] for
belief state updates and Monte Carlo Tree Search for simulations from the current belief state. In a
supplementary experiment, we also used an anytime version of Regularized Determinized Sparse
Partially Observable Trees (R-DESPOT) [9] which runs a lookahead search on a set of sampled
scenarios and summarizes policy execution via a sparse belief tree.

3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we describe how we framed our problem as a POMDP in a gridworld and how we
modeled the behavior of sensors.

3.1 POMDP Model

A POMDP, P˚, is fully defined by the set tS,A, T, Z,O,R, IsTerminalu where S is the state space
of the POMDP, A is the action space, T is the transition distribution, Z is the observation space and
O is the observation distribution, R is the reward function, and “IsTerminal" defines the terminal
states of the model. We define each of these as follows:

• S “ tG,E,Lu where

1. G is the nˆ n grid of boolean values, where Grpi, jqs “ 1rpi, jqNFZs.
2. E is the current amount of energy utilized by the UAV.
3. L is the current location of the UAV in the nˆ n grid. (For simplicity, since we are

focusing on the sensor usage and path planning, we consider the location known and
fully observable).

The corresponding belief space specification is:

1. We assume independence between grid cells and maintain a separate probability of
NFZ for each cell. bpGrpi, jqsq ” P rpi, jqNFZs.

2. We maintain a normal distribution over consumed energy, i.e. bpEq ” N pµb, σbq.
3. The location is fully observed, bpLq ” L.

• Z is similar to S in that Z “ tĜ, E, Lu, but here

1. Ĝ is the nˆ n grid of tuples, where

Ĝrpi, jqs “ p1rpi, jqNFZs, P pobservation of pi, jq is correctqq
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.2. E is the observed consumption of energy at that timestep, with E given by the specifi-
cation of the sensor if used.

3. L is the observed location of the UAV in the nˆ n grid.
• A “ t‘North’, ‘South’, ‘East’, ‘West’, ‘Sensor1’, ‘Sensor2’, . . .u where ‘Sensorx’ denotes

using the x-th sensor to observe the terrain.
• T =

T ps1|s, aq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1 if L1 “ correct new tile given a P t‘North’,‘South’,‘East’,‘West’u

1?
2π
e
´p∆E´µxq

2

2σ2
x where ∆E “ E1 ´ E and a “ ‘Sensorx’ and Ex ” N pµx, σxq

0 otherwise

For simplicity we consider deterministic rather than stochastic dynamics. If the UAV moves
towards the boundary of the grid, it stays in-place.

• O =

Opo|s, a, s1q “

"

1 if GobsrL
1s “ GrL1s and a P t‘North’,‘South’,‘East’,‘West’u

fxpdq if GobsrL
1s “ GrL1s, ||L1 ´ L||1 “ d, and a “ ‘Sensorx’

where fxpdq will be a probability given by the particular sensor being used and the distance
of observed state from the current state of the UAV. If a movement action is taken, the true
fly/no-fly state of the new tile is observed with 100% accuracy. Thus the observation model
defines the probability of a particular observation being accurate to the true state of the grid.

• R =

Rps, a, s1q “

$

&

%

λsuccess ´ λmove if L1 ‰ L and L1 “ pn, nq
´λmove ´ λno-fly1rGrL

1s “ 1s if L1 ‰ L

∆Ex ´ λno-fly1rGrL
1s “ 1s if a “ ‘Sensorx’

where the λ’s are parameters that can be tuned but with the logical ordering

λsuccess ąą λno-fly ą λmove

• IsTerminalpsq “ 1rL “ pn, nqs

The start location of the UAV will always be set to p0, 0q and the target location to pn, nq.

N.B - Above we have defined a single-step reward for the POMDP. For the greedy policy,
which does not use one-step rewards, we use the same formulation to evaluate the reward over its
entire trajectory.

3.2 Sensors

We defined two classes of sensors for our experimentation. For each sensor, the energy usage
specification is via a Normal Distribution.

1. CircularSensor - A more energy-expensive, higher confidence sensor emulating a 360˝
camera. An instance of CircularSensor is fully defined by its sensing radius, max confidence,
and energy usage specification. The maximum confidence will be the probability of a correct
observation one tile away from the location of the UAV. This probability decreases to 0.5 as
L1 distance from the UAV goes to the sensing radius.

2. LineSensor - A less energy-expensive, lower confidence sensor emulating a directional
LIDAR. Similar to CircularSensor, an instance of line sensor is defined by its max confidence,
line length, and energy specification. Probabilities are defined equivalently to those in the
CircularSensor.

For our model, we gave the UAV five sensors–one CircularSensor and one LineSensor pointing
in each cardinal direction. We took the maximum confidence of the CircularSensor to be 0.9 and
the maximum confidence of the LineSensor to be 0.7. The radius of the CircularSensor was 4 tile
movements and the length of LineSensor was 10. The expected energy usage of the Circular sensor
was 4 times that of the LineSensor and its variance twice as large.
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4 Methods

We describe, in somewhat chronological order, the methods that we used to try and solve our problem.
Where we have used some existing algorithm, we mention how we set up the solver requirements.

4.1 POMCP

The POMCP algorithm is an online POMDP solver that determines the best action to take from
the current belief state, by using MCTS to evaluate the utility of actions and particle filters to track
belief propagation. Our state-action-observation space is too large to specify explicit transition and
observation probabilities. Instead we implement generative models for states (gS : ps, aq Ñ s1) and
observations (gO : ps, a, s1q Ñ o) according to the rules we have defined earlier.

We also define an UpdateBeliefpb, a, oq function which is used by the outer loop to update the belief
state after the UAV takes an action decided by POMCP and gets a true observation from the world. If
the action is a movement, to location pi, jq, we just assign b1pGri, jsq “ 1rpi, jqNFZs. If the action
is to use Sensorx, we update the energy distribution as the addition of Gaussians,

b1pEq “ Nb1 “ N pµb, σbq `N pµx, σxq “ N pµb ` µx,
b

σ2
b ` σ

2
xq

To update the belief distribution over the grid G for a sensing action, we consider the cells in the grid
of tuples in the observation Ĝ which have bpGri, jsq ‰ 0.5 (some confidence in status). For each
such cell pi, jq, we do a Bayesian belief update to compute b1pGri, jsq

P
´

G1ri, js “ 1 | Ĝpi, jq, bpGri, jsq
¯

“

$

&

%

Ĝpi,jqr2sbpGri,jsq

Ĝpi,jqr2sbpGri,jsq`p1´Ĝpi,jqr2sqp1´bpGri,jsqq
if Ĝpi, jqr1s “ 1

p1´Ĝpi,jqr2sqpbpGri,jsqq

p1´Ĝpi,jqr2sqpbpGri,jsqq`Ĝpi,jqr2sp1´bpGri,jsqq
if Ĝpi, jqr1s “ 0

We anticipated some potential limitations in the POMCP approach to this problem, which motivated
us to consider other approaches as well. For one, there is an extreme sparsity of rewards. The only
positive reward arises when the goal state is reached. The action space has several actions, and for
anything other than tiny grids, the rollouts will not reach the goal for many of the initial states. We
handle this somewhat by having a heuristic in the simulator reward that favors moving towards the
goal (described in more detail in Section 5). Second, our assumption of independence for the grid
cells lets us do a Bayesian update directly in the outer loop. However, for the rollouts, POMCP uses
an unweighted particle filter representation, and the particle-states each maintain a possible world
map sampled from the current belief state. Therefore, within the rollouts, the effect of sensor actions
on the belief map are not explicitly captured as the particles used internally do not carry around the
belief state they are sampled from. With access to the belief state in rollouts, we could incorporate it
directly into the reward model.

4.2 Information Greedy

To address the weak incentives in the POMDP model, we created a greedy policy which senses based
on expected information gain and moves based on receding horizon path planning. This method
does not depend on rollouts and is less affected by the sparsity of rewards and thus offers a good
comparison and benchmark.

The algorithm operates in two phases:

1. Greedy sensing
(a) Evaluate the ∆confidencepG, xq for each sensor x where G P s, the current state, and

∆confidencepG, xq “
ÿ

tPG

ÿ

o PtNFZ, NFZu

|P po|s, xq pUpdateBeliefpbptNFZq, x, oq ´ bptNFZqq |

This is expected absolute change of the belief summed over the tiles in the grid. For the
majority of tiles in the grid this will be 0 as the sensing and belief update will not affect
tiles far from the UAV.
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(b) Sensor actions are sorted according to ∆confidence and the action with largest
∆confidence ą ε is chosen. So long as there is a sensing action with ∆confidence ą ε
we return to 1. If no action has ∆confidence ą ε then we move to 2. Here ε defines the
minimally useful change–taken here to be a 10% change on average to each grid tile
affected by the sensor. In the case of the CircularSensor this is 4.0.

2. Movement along unobstructed path
(a) Locate a waypoint, w, in G such that bpwNFZq ă 0.5 (we have some confidence in its

safe status) and

w “ arg mintPtw|wPG s.t bpwqă0.5u||tfinal ´ t||1

(b) Find the minimally obstructed path from the current location to w and take the first
movement on this path. This will path will have the least possible movements among
the available paths with the least postulated no-fly zones (tiles with bpwNFZq ą 0.5).

The desired behavior of this algorithm is thus to sense until relatively confident and then move along
what it observes to be an unobstructed path to the goal coordinates. Among other possible advantages,
this algorithm operates in Optiles in gridq.

4.3 Belief-MDP

The independence assumption for our grid cells makes our observation space linear in the number
of grid cells rather than exponential. We leverage this by trying to solve the POMDP as an MDP in
Belief Space. A potential benefit of this approach is that we can work directly in belief space even for
the rollouts, so the sensing actions have a non-trivial effect on the belief during the lookahead.

We formulate the MDP as tS,A, τ,R1, IsTerminalu where S, A, and IsTerminal are as above and τ
and R1 are given by

τpb1|b, aq “
ÿ

oPZ

P pb1|b, a, oq
ÿ

s1

Opo|s1q
ÿ

s

T ps1|s, aqbpsq

where O, Z, and T are as above, and

Rpb, aq “
ÿ

s

Rps, aqbpsq

We use the online MCTS MDP Solver on this new MDP. The new MDP is obtaining expected rewards
and transitions explicitly rather than through rollouts.

5 Model and Solver Tuning

N.B - Though our problem is in principle an infinite-horizon one, and terminates when the goal
state is reached, for testing purposes we terminate a trial if it takes more than 1000 iterations. The
accumulated reward in such a case is just the cost incurred till that point.

For the grid images that we show (Figure 1 for instance), the left grid in each case shows what the
solver is seeing (the darkness of the cell represents the probability of being an NFZ) and the blue
square is the current location. The square on the right shows the true environment along with all cells
the UAV has passed through.

5.1 Heuristics

To combat the sparsity of rewards in the grid world, we implemented and leveraged two different
heuristics. First, a negative l1 distance from the UAV location to goal coordinates. Second, an
information gathering heuristic of subtracting p∆confidencepG, xq ´ kq from the cost model for
when taking sensor action x. The k parameter was calibrated to ensure only worthwhile – not just
positive – changes in confidence were incentivized. As the belief state is not part of the reward model
of a POMDP, the sensing heuristic could not be used in the POMCP solver and was only leveraged in
MCTS on the Belief MDP.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: A comparison of different heuristics used in search. (a) No heuristic leads to no progress
towards goal and little exploration of the terrain. (b) Sensing heuristic alone leads to heavy exploration
but not proceeding towards the goal. (c) Movement heuristic alone leads to reasonable sensing but
avoids crowded obstacles. (d) Using both heuristics yields trajectories that do not shy away from
obstacle-dense areas.

-1400 -1200 -1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400
Avg. Reward

(20,0.2)

none
L1-heur
sense-heur
both-heur

Figure 2: A quantitative comparison of different heuristics used in search over the Belief-MDP. The
performance increases significantly with both heuristics.

Figure 1 shows the result of the two heuristics used separately and together. In general, the goal
coordinate heuristic was required for a solver to make progress. The sensing heuristic, on the other
hand, led to more exploration and thus more confident navigation of obstacle-dense areas of the grid
world. Figure 2 also shows a quantitative comparison of the Belief MDP model with and without the
sensing heuristic. We can confidently conclude that adding the sensing heuristics boosts performance
over varied grid types. Supplementary videos (‘heuristic_goal’ etc.) have been uploaded.

5.2 Solver and Grid World Parameters

Behavior of the solver was largely determined by the penalty placed on entering a NFZ, so this cost
was finely tuned to extract reasonable behavior. A search was performed over λno-fly and λheur (the
weight placed on the heuristic used in the Monte Carlo tree searches) with λsuccess fixed at 1000 and
λmove “ 1. The resulting vector of λ’s was normalized to isolate the relevant relationships between
parameters.

Trials were performed on grids of size 15 and 40% NFZs (settings that allowed comparable behavior
between POMCP and the Belief MDP but also divergence from the greedy baseline). Optimal
solutions were chosen based on high success rate (times reaching goal coordinates in less than
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Three trajectories resulting from different NFZ penalties. (a) Large penalty leads to
conservative behavior and little exploration (b) Small penalty leads to brash lack of sensing (c)
Reasonable penalty yields both exploration and progress

1000 actions) and low number of collisions–as together these reflect reasonable behavior and are
more independant from the λs than cost, which increase with increase penalties. We found that the
optimal penalty had approximately λsuccess “ 100λno-fly “ 1000λmove “ 1000λheur. Figure 3 shows
visualizations of POMCP policies resulting from 3 different NFZ cost parameters. These reflect the
behaviors of rollout-based solvers given different penalties. In particular, we notice that high penalty
for entering a no-fly zone yields overly conservative behavior. Relationships with λno-fly ą 30λheur
led to success rates below 100% and λno-fly ă 3λheur gave many more collisions. Supplementary
videos (‘nfz_cost_high’ etc) have uploaded.

In addition to the parameters of the grid world, the relevant parameters of the solvers were also tuned.
As both POMCP and MCTS have the same theoretic underpinnings, they take same three central
parameters:

1. n: the number of the rollouts performed
2. d: the max depth of the search tree
3. c: the exploration parameter used in the Upper Confidence Bounds of MCTS

We explored various levels of pd, nq combinations considering performance/computation trade offs.
Results comparing performance on various grid world settings are shown in Figure 4. Overall we
found optimal behavior over varied grid world with d “ 40 actions with quickly diminishing returns
for larger depths.

We also explored different exploration parameters for their effects on policy. The results are shown in
Figure 5. Even large (100x) shifts, c seemed to have little effect on the performance of the solver.
Overall score performance dropped slightly and variance increased as c increased, but neither to an
extreme degree. Ultimately, we opted for the baseline c “ 1.0.

6 Results

We evaluate the three approaches described in Section 4 over a number of grid settings, with two
different cost coefficients for NFZs in the reasonable range described Section 4. The details are
illustrated and described in Figure 6. An important takeaway from this is that the greedy approach
works quite well for reasonable problem settings with high NFZ cost, because it is conservative w.r.t
NFZs. On the other hand, in settings where the NFZ cost is not dramatically higher, it does not
do as well because its redundant sensing impacts its overall reward more significantly. The other
takeaway is that the performance of Belief-MDP degrades significantly with large grid size (in terms
of reaching the goal state in 1000 iterations), probably because the observation space is now large
enough to be problematic despite the independence assumption.

We additionally evaluated the performance of the models with different sensor sets. Results are
shown in Figure 7. We can first not the drastic drop in performance of the greedy algorithm without
the CircularSensor. This result is not entirely surprising considering the algorithm relies on high
confidence in its path planning. Second we can note the superiority of the Belief MDP with just
the CircularSensor to the POMCP solver with just the CircularSensor. This marked improvement
from the is significant because it suggests the dominance of POMCP for the other two sensor sets
might be related to how it is able to cope better with large action or observation spaces. Given that
exploration of the action space is for the most part controlled by the same mechanisms in both MCTS
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Figure 4: Two plots showing cost performance of each algorithm with small and then large search
depth (greedy performance included for context). Each method is run for 10 trials on 5 problems
and the reward averaged. The x-axis categories are the tuple of (grid size, obstacle fraction) for
that environment. (a) The comparative performance of the algorithms with d “ 20 and n “ 500.
Intuitively, performance degrades significantly as grid size and obstruction increase. (b) d “ 80 and
n “ 2000 performance is improved over small depth but is not markedly better than d “ 40 (not
shown here). c “ 1.0 for all trials

and POMCP–namely by an Upper Confidence Bound–it might be more likely a result of changes in
the observation space.

7 Conclusions

In this project, we came up with a detailed POMDP formulation for the problem of a UAV equipped
with a set of sensors of various energy and performance characteristics, required to traverse between
two locations in a completely unknown grid-world environment. We explored different approaches
for trying to solve this problem, and it was an interesting experience to set up the various aspects of
this problem, push it through the online solver framework and have it generate reasonable behavior.
Now we briefly discuss some additional observations we made.

First, our intuition for doing the Belief-MDP MCTS instead of just POMCP was that the rollouts in
the Belief-MDP could reason directly about the evolution of the belief state, and avoid the additional
parameters of particle filtering For smaller grid sizes, the results aligned with our intuition and it
performed similarly to POMCP. However, as the grids got larger, performance declined significantly
more than for POMCP in setting with both the CircularSensor and the LineSensor. Even with the
independence assumption between cells, the state and observation space was so large in those settings
that it made sense to use particles to represent the belief and do the rollouts. This hypothesis is
supported by dominance of the Belief-MDP formulation when only the CircularSensor is used–a case
in which the observation space was much smaller given 1 available sensor rather than 5 (LineSensor
for each cardinal direction + CircularSensor). Figure 8 shows a two juxtapositions of the POMDP
and MDP behaviors, highlighting the way in which the MDP is able to traverse through obstacles but
is not as convergent on one behavior as the POMDP.
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Figure 5: The performance of the algorithms for two levels of exploration (greedy performance
included for context) (a) c “ 0.1 gives slightly higher average scores and lower variance (b) c “ 10.0
is slightly less optimal. d “ 40 and n “ 1000 for all trials

Second, we were initially a bit surprised at the good performance of the greedy policy over the
problems with the high NFZ cost of 20. If the NFZ cost is a dominant factor compared to the
movement and sensing cost, then a greedy policy that senses a lot and never enters an NFZ will
actually do quite well. When we lower the NFZ cost to 5, we observe how POMCP performs
much better than the greedy policy, as the latter’s over-sensing is now affecting it. Figure 9
contrasts the performance of the greedy algorithm and Belief-MDP with sensing and L1 heuristics.
This demonstrates a trend towards over-exploration by the greedy algorithm when NFZ percentage
increases to near 50%. We also see that the greedy strategy relies heavily on very high-confidence
sensors, something not as heavily crutched-on in the rollout-based solvers. Supplementary videos
(‘adversarial_greedy’ etc.) have been uploaded.

Ultimately, for reasonable input parameters, our POMDP and Belief-MDP formulations performed
quite well against the greedy benchmark, each being superior for a different sensor domain. Though
we did not approach the level of the oracle for more difficult problems this is not surprising given the
overall difficulty of the problem.
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Figure 7: A comparison of algorithm performance on with different sensor sets. (a) With all available
sensors (CircularSensor and LineSensors) the POMCP solver performs at its best. (b) When just the
LineSensor is available, the greedy algorithm struggles on harder problems while performance of
rollout techniques is not as largely affected (c) When just the CircularSensor is available to action
and observation space is much smaller and the Belief-MDP formulation is superior
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: These pictures reflect the time spent in each tile over 20 runs by percentage of total actions.
The grids on the left are shaded darker for more frequently populated tiles and the grids on the right
show the true state of the obstacles in the grid world. (a) The behavior of the Belief-MDP solver
tends to attempt passing through the pathways that seem apparent to the eye. (b) The behavior of
the POMDP on the same grid is to favor obstacle-sparse areas and behavior is more consistent (c)
Belief-MDP on another grid (d) POMCP solver on this same grid

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Settings with a large grid size and high NFZ proportion are adversarial to the greedy
algorithm, which goes down wrong trails and ends up exploring most of the world before success. (b)
For a similar adversarial environment, the Belief-MDP solver with both heuristics does better.
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